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An epic ecosystem

Epic Homes

We aim to build relationships between the urban & 
rural divide through the activity of building homes for 
underprivileged Malaysian communities, currently 
focused on the indigenous people of Peninsular 
Malaysia, the Orang Asli community.

Epic Communities

We empower communities to participate in 
developing thriving & sustainable environments 
by providing holistic development solutions.

Sedunia

We are an online platform that help changemakers 
create, coordinate & track social impact.
 

Epic Society

We build grassroots collaborations to 
enable social mobility within marginalised 
communities. 

Epic Collective

Epic is an award-winning social enterprise 
accredited by the Ministry of Entrepreneur 
Development & Cooperatives (MEDAC) that 
inspires, mobilises & empowers collaborative 
civic behaviour through volunteering, technology, 
education & community development. Epic has 
proudly been involved in development projects 
around the region, while also establishing 
themselves as consultants to organisations 
from multiple sectors, including the Malaysian 
government & more recently, the Obama 
Foundation.

What we aspire to be.Our Vision

To create a world full of 
Extraordinary People Impacting Communities.

collective

communities

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED @ 2021

About Us

society

homes
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Foreword

John-Son Oei
Founder & Chief Epic Officer

In the beginning of the year, 2020 looked promising. We had closed In the beginning of the year, 2020 looked promising. We had closed the previous the previous 

quarter with our best fundraising efforts to date, a pipeline of volunteering efforts to quarter with our best fundraising efforts to date, a pipeline of volunteering efforts to 

roll out & aspirations for deeper community development. roll out & aspirations for deeper community development. 

  

Like the rest of the world, we instead experienced abrupt disruption to our plans & Like the rest of the world, we instead experienced abrupt disruption to our plans & 

our expectations quickly changed. our expectations quickly changed. 

  

The pandemic caused much anxiety, forcing a reassessment of the regular activities The pandemic caused much anxiety, forcing a reassessment of the regular activities 

we had gotten so accustomed to. It wouldn’t be an understatement to say that we had gotten so accustomed to. It wouldn’t be an understatement to say that 

circumstances posed an existential threat to our organisation. While we battled our circumstances posed an existential threat to our organisation. While we battled our 

own challenges, we continued to keep our focus on external needs that developed as own challenges, we continued to keep our focus on external needs that developed as 

the pandemic raged on. Although we hardly did ‘business as usual’, we stayed true to the pandemic raged on. Although we hardly did ‘business as usual’, we stayed true to 

finding ways to still be of service during this time by: finding ways to still be of service during this time by: 

  

a. Mobilising & empowering people to support & help those in need.a. Mobilising & empowering people to support & help those in need.

  

b. Facilitating the sharing of resources & networks to overcome the challenges b. Facilitating the sharing of resources & networks to overcome the challenges 

brought about by the pandemic.brought about by the pandemic.

  

c. Providing relief & supporting recovery & resilience building efforts in Orang Asli c. Providing relief & supporting recovery & resilience building efforts in Orang Asli 

communities.communities.

(To Be Continued)  

John-Son Oei
Founder & Chief Epic Officer

1

2

3
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John-Son Oei
Founder & Chief Epic Officer

This report showcases & celebrates the efforts & impact of the community & team 

within Epic & what they were able to achieve, in spite of the challenges throughout this 

extraordinary year. 

 

On a personal level, this year really did force me to slow down & appreciate what was 

important in life: a loving family, supportive friendships, good health, 3 square meals a 

day & a home that keeps you safe.  

 

As CEO, navigating 2020 has been my toughest leadership challenge yet. I am left 

humbled by my limitations & also so grateful that I didn’t have to do this alone. I would 

like to thank... 

 

The leadership team for your wisdom & conviction in making tough decisions together 

with me all year round.  

 

The Epic team for making huge sacrifices & for fighting so hard, because of you, this 

ship sailed into 2021.  

 

The Epic volunteers that have actively sought ways to still make an impact & inspired 

so many along the way. 

 

Our funders & sponsors for continuing to believe in us & trusting in our ability to 

navigate through uncharted waters.  

 

And lastly, I want to thank God for giving us everything we need to thrive & grow.
John-Son Oei

#TogetherWeAreEpic

#TogetherWeAreEpic

9

@epicarmy

+60 3-5613 5683

@epicarmy

info@epic.my

EPIC
20, Jalan PJS 11/18,
Bandar Sunway,
47500 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, Malaysia

www.epic.my
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Looking back...
on our last decade

Impact Report
2020

Jasmine Ng starts GEL 
(Growing Emerging Leaders)

A casual youth group set up with the objective of providing
an avenue for young adults to have dialogue about the 
application of leadership & faith in the ‘real world’.

We met Salvestian

Who introduced us to Pak Ali, a Temuan resident of Kg. Jawa, 
Kerling. Here, we were introduced to Orang Asli hospitality for 
the first time.

After meeting Pak Ali...

We realised that there were no toilets in his village & 
suggested that we help build one to make his village more 
accessbile to teachers. He agreed and suggested that we 
work together with them to help paint 12 houses too.

We created our first Facebook event

60 volunteers registered within 1.5 weeks & realised that we 
weren’t alone in the world when it came to caring for others! 

The littlest things can be life changing.

Timeline

2006

2009
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2010
Project EPIC 1

We kickstarted our first ever project, to build toilets & paint 
homes in Kg. Jawa, Kerling, marking the birth of EPIC.

Project EPIC 2

We conducted our first asset mapping session in Kg. Hulu 
Tamu!

“Voice Your Choice”

GEL started a voter’s registration campaign to encourage 
more people to be involved in shaping our country, Malaysia’s 
future. 

Epic Home 1: Pak Cihong 

Built first ever Epic Home for Pak Cihong in Kg. Hulu Tamu.

We Met Uncle Ben

Our 1st believer who invested heavily in our ideas.

Office moved to a jointly rented house in Section 16, Petaling Jaya.

2011
Historical!

Registered more than 400,000 people as official voters. 
We became the 1st NGO in history of Malaysia to be awarded 
title of Assistant Registrar Officer by Election Commission.

Formed 1st design volunteer group

Members include: 
Michelle Tan, Su Mei Tan, Jun Ong, Kyle E, Foong Wai
Alia Aida, Nickson Tan.

EPIConcert

We held our 1st public fundraiser, bringing together local 
bands to play songs from the 90’s & raise funds for a home 
thanks to Carrefour.

Transition!

Renamed Project EPIC to EPIC Homes in light of providing 
homes to those in need.

Epic Home 2: Ibu Biah

Ibu: “Kenapa kamu datang tolong?”
(Why are you helping me?)

Us: “Supaya Ibu boleh jadi kawan kami”
(So that we can be your friends)

Ibu: “Kamu bukan kawan, tapi anak ibu”
(You are not my friends but my children now)

Moved to 1 Tech Park/Wisma BU8, sponsored by Mr. Yee.

Ibu Biah
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2012

2013

We built Epic Homes 3 - 14

We built Epic Homes 15 - 18

Epic manifesto was created

Winner of the Hope Awards by MyHarapan
Malaysia’s Youth Organisation of the Year 
under Civic & Human Rights.

Our team grew...

Jon Ming quit his job at PWC & decided to join Epic full time 
to be our 1st ever accountant.

Nickson quit his job at an engineering firm & decided to join 
Epic, after 2 years as a volunteer.

Obtained sponsorships

We received support from 
Milwaukee (power tools) & Nestlé (Tetra Pak roof sheets).

Pioneering masters

Welcomed our first ever Master Builders.

Epic Homes 13: Sempat & 14: Taboi, Belum 

EH13 & 14 were legendary builds - located in the deep 
rainforests of Belum with no access to electricity & water. 
Today, it’s been coined as the “Triple X” build.

PEMANDU Labs, GTP 2.0

We were involved in the development of policies & roadmaps 
under the Low Income Housing National Key Results Area.

Hadi Eddy

Jon Ming Nickson

Formed 2nd design volunteer group

2014

2015

We built Epic Homes 19 - 34

We built Epic Homes 35 - 71

Yayasan Sime Darby Arts Festival

We worked with Raman (Mai Senoi, Orang Asli) & volunteers 
to build a Panggung as the performance hall.

Project House Relief

We built our 1st double-storey flood relief home!

Prudence Foundation Build 
Kelantan Rebuilding Mission in Kuala Krai

After the distrastrous floods, we collaborated with Prudence 
Foundation on a project that took us to new heights;

Building 14 homes in 1 month.

The build featured 450 volunteers from around the world, 
including Prudential Regional volunteers from Hong 
Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, Cambodia, Japan, Thailand, 
Philippines, Vietnam & Indonesia.

Winner of MCMC Agent of National 
Transformation Award 

Winner of Amplify Award 2014, MaGIC

Winner of ICLIF Leadership Energy Awards

Members include: 
Alia Aida, Anny Tee, Tommy Ten, LC Chew, Kok Hua Chyi
Nickson Tan, Daniel Choy, Hui Ung, Hanis, Zhiyang, Cheryl Choo.
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2016

2017

We built Epic Homes 73 - 95

We built Epic Homes 95 - 113

PJKita Community Library

Our work was recognised by Force For Good,
Malaysia Tatler Award

Millennium Park Prototype

Our first urban rejuvenation project.

Winner of Awards
The Edge Inspiring Young Leaders

Chairman’s Innovation Award & Community Entreprise 

of the Year by MaGIC

5th Annual Muhammad Ali 6 Core Principles Awards

New companies!

We set up Epic Communities & Epic DNA, our development & 
training arm respectively.

This also saw the introduction of Epic Collective, our holding 
company.

Building relationships!

Nickson & Rong Rong: The first couple who met on an Epic 
build gets married!

MYCorps Mission 1 & 2 in Cambodia

50 volunteers, 4 projects (nursery plantation, playground, 
25 water latrines & 5 water catchments), 6 locations over 3 
months!

dna unitiescomm

collective

2018

2019
We built Epic Homes 138 - 158

Teamed up with MSIG Insurance

Created our 1st dedicated insurance for social entreprise.

Prototyped Orang Asli Capacity Building Programme

Winner of JCI Sustainable development 
Award for SDG 11

Taylor’s Microhouse Build

The ergonomic microhouse was redefined as a traditional 
concept of a home to help solve rapid urbanisation.

Toy Libraries Malaysia

We partnered with Toy Libraries to create safe spaces for kids 
to interact & engage with beneficial activities.

Kuala Lumpur Architecture Festival 2019

We co-organised a week-long build in APW Bangsar, Kuala 
Lumpur in courtesy of the two winning designs; 
Rural & Semi-urban Design Competition.

This event also saw us officiate the Home Empowerment 
Catalogue.

Atiqah’s Tiny House

We helped Atiqah build her “off the grid” dream home in under 
30 days.

Obama Foundation Community Service Project

We worked with the Obama Foundation as their community 
service consultants to conduct two community service building 
projects: building furniture for local schools at Pulau Ketam and 
Pandamaran & building new amenities in Damansara Damai.

We built Epic Homes 114 - 137
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Enter 2020.
The Year of The 

Extraordinary
The year that changed the new 
normal.

Impact Report
2020

#TogetherWeAreEpic

“Alone we can do so little,
together we can do so much” – Helen Keller 19
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Empowering women to unite for impact.

In conjunction with International Women’s Day, 

we collaborated with the Ministry of Women, 

Family and Community Development (KPWKM) 

to launch the ‘Malaysian Women Unite’ campaign 

that saw us build an Epic Home with an all-

women’s team and appear in the Malaysia Book 

of Records as the “Fastest Home built by All 

Women Volunteer Crew”.

The main objective of this was to encourage a 

sense of unity among Malaysians. The campaign 

aimed to strengthen the institution of family by 

ensuring that basic needs — especially the need 

for a safe home are realised. 

In return, we hope that this will contribute towards 

a healthier & more sustainable society.

Malaysian Women Unite
The Record Breaking Build

Kg. Sg. Kelubi
Rawang

28th February - 
1st March
2020

Made possible with

Malaysian Women Unite - All the female volunteers celebrating International Women’s Day by building an Epic 
Home, earmarking our first ever all-women build that also made history in the Malaysia Book of Records as the 
“Fastest Home Built by All Women Volunteers Crew”.

It’s official! Master Builder Esther Chit taking 
a picture with home recepients, Norhafizah, 
Azuan alongside YBrs. Dr. Fazni of Institut Sosial 
Malaysia.

Work in progress - The construction site.
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Sponsored by

A collective support for Orang Asli communities 
affected by the global pandemic & the Movement 
Control Order in Malaysia.

Together with

Supported by

Malaysian Care, SEMOA

We launched the...

COVID-19 Collective 
for Orang Asli
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COVID-19 Collective 
for Orang Asli

Leaving No One Behind

Supporting communities affected by the 
Movement Control Order.

There are over 50,000 Orang Asli families in Peninsular Malaysia, 

with a portion already being assisted by JAKOA, NGOs  & individuals. 

To ensure that no village was left behind, we wanted to:

1.   Serve as a public dashboard for all Orang Asli relief efforts, where 

anyone & NGOs can register & track ongoing Orang Asli-related 

activities.

2.  Establish & manage an emergency fund along with a resource 

marketplace which could be accessed by NGOs/Community 

Champions in need.

Impact Report
2020

1

2

2,4422,442

6,0286,028 8686

RM 162,656.00 RM 1,920,981.45

5,0945,094

2525

RM

Food baskets delivered
Delivered to the Orang Asli, Orang Asal 
& migrant communities

Families & villages impacted

raised from public corporate funding

Hygiene kits distributed

Partners

Total funds raised
2,083,637.452,083,637.45

25#TogetherWeAreEpic
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Food Aid Distribution

Power in Numbers

Supporting Orang Asli communities affected 
by the Movement Control Order.

Together with officers of JAKOA & assistance from RELA, we were 

able to facilitate the delivery of essentials such as cooking oil, rice, 

sugar & even face masks amongst many other things to villages in 

the Hulu Selangor region. Special thanks to the 4x4 Relief Malaysia 

team.

A Timely Reminder
We were happy to witness the importance of community readiness 

firsthand as we continue to appreciate communities that 

demonstrated togetherness.

They had prepared for this moment with detailed lists of every 

family to ensure no one was left behind, protocols for channeling 

community members in small groups to pickup supplies, & their 

best efforts to enforce social distancing although this was a very 

new norm to them. The Orang Asli community only took what they 

needed.

1

2

Roger that! Leslie & Daniel assisting with the distribution of 

essentials that include cooking oil, rice, sugar & face masks.

Delivered - Gathering together with the beneficiaries for a quick 

group picture alongside the delivered goods.

Entering the new normal - Suresh (L), Kamal & Arif (R) rounding up 

for a quick photo before the unloading the goods.
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Lending a Hand: 
Sabah

8forAid: Distribution of food aid to 

Kg Jawa & Kg Air Selakan in Tawau & 

Semporna

D’Bayu Project: Distribution of food 

to Kg Koloubaan & Kg Liposu in Kiulu. 

Caremongering Sabah: Distribution 

of food aid to Kg Urai in Kota 

Kinabalu. 

Rainbow of Hope: Distribution of 

food aid to Rainbow of Hope School 

in Kota Kinabalu.

Future Alam Borneo: Distribution of 

food aid to Blok C, Sandakan.

Sending aid to help our 
dear friends in Sabah to 
battle COVID-19.

RM 57,790
Made available to 
communities in Sabah.

1,139 
Families received help.

Sabah Bajet Transport: Distribution of 

food aid to marginalised communities 

in Sandakan. 

Pertubuhan Sukarelawan Prihatin 
Sabah:  Distribution of food aid to Kg 

Pulau Larapan, Semporna.

Kelab Belia Tinagayan:  Distribution of 

food aid to Kg Kuala Baru Sepanggar & 

Kg Kiansom.

Computer Units Distribution

Pertubuhan Sukarelawan Prihatin Sabah - The beneficiaries standing with their food kit.

Units refurbished

Villages

100

17

Made possible by

Improving e-learning experiences

With the help of Zurich Malaysia, we managed 

to refurbish 100 units of computers for 17 Orang 

Asli villages.

The computers were specifically requested to 

aid online learning for children & administrative 

work for community leaders. 

We also developed a computer literacy 

programme for learning via Whatsapp in place 

of physical classes due to the limitations of the 

Movement Control Order.
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Hygiene & Sanitation Class

Providing access to better hygiene practices 
& sanitation for the community.

We teamed up with Global Peace 

Foundation, Malaysia to conduct WASH 

programmes in hopes to promote better 

hygiene practices. The programme also 

witnessed us distributing over 200 hygiene 

kits including face masks & soap bars to 

several villages.

This was made possible again by the 

people of Yayasan Kemanusiaan Da 

Sheng (YKDS) & Jabatan Kemajuan 

Orang Asli (JAKOA). Also, a massive 

thank you to the Z Zurich Foundation for 

funding the hygiene classes!

Special thanks goes to the folks at 

The Asli Co.

Watch & learn - Children observing 
closely to the facilitator's demonstration.

298 families impacted

Aid distributed: Hygiene kits 

containing fabric masks, soaps 

& hand sanitisers.

Output

Made possible by

Kg. Bukit Tunggul

Kg. Bukit Lagong, 

Kg. Hulu Kuang, 

Kg. Ulu Batu, 

Kg. Sg. Buah 

22nd July 2020

5th August 2020
Keeping up - Children of the village washing their hands 
thoroughly.

Hands up! Facilitators demonstrating to the children of the 
different parts of the hands.
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Health & Hygiene Awareness
MOPJ/MACO Training

The COVID-19 awareness training 
sessions & classes.

Together with Medical Outreach Petaling Jaya (MOPJ), & Medical 

Outreach Camp Awareness (MACO), we conducted trainings 

& workshops to help promote the awareness & implications of 

COVID-19 in the villages of Kg. Gerachi Jaya & Kg. Gurney.

Pilot 2

Date: 27 September 2020   Impact: 79 Families

Aid distributed: Paracetamol & deworming for adults, 

multivitamins & deworming for children, blood pressure checks 

for 10 people of Kg. Gurney.

Pilot 1

Date: 13 September 2020   Impact: 67 Families

Aid distributed: Paracetamol & deworming for adults, 

multivitamins & deworming for children, blood pressure checks 

for 40 people of Kg. Gerachi Jaya.

1

2

Made possible with
Under pressure - A fellow student volunteer examining the blood 
pressure of a villager.

Pilot 1 - The COVID-19 awareness class pilot conducted with the 
help of MOPJ, MACO & student volunteers.

Class is in session - The villagers of Kg. 
Gurney showing up at their community 
hall for the awareness class.

Kg. Gerachi Jaya

Kg. Gurney

6th September 2020

13th September 2020

27th September 2020
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Chicken Farming
Food security & sustainability:
The chicken farming chapter

When the first MCO was enforced, many villages were not able to 

secure food for themselves thus relying on delivery of food baskets. 

Learning from that, we designed a model of a self-sustaining food 

source, while creating extraordinary people with the introduction of 

promoting agribusiness, job opportunities, training & development. 

We pivoted our focus into building a sustainable community through 

agriculture and was curious to see the result of a farmful of chickens 

& a willing community.

With the help from Z Zurich Foundation, we built our first ever 

chicken farm together with the Orang Asli construction team of Kg. 

Tun Abdul Razak.

Assisted by experienced farmer Adlil from Anak Kampung Agro Farm, 

he lent us his expertise as our lead agriculturalist trainer for the Orang 

Asli community to really learn the A-Z’s of chicken farming.

Orang Asli 
Community of 
Kg. Tun Abdul 
Razak 

En. Adlil
 Anak Kampung Agro Farm 

Kg. Tun Abdul Razak
Kg. Sg. Peta
Kg. Batu Pahat

October
2020 - Ongoing

Master chicken farmer - Our farm operator Ayang, holding up a tray of fresh chicken eggs.

Birds of a feather flock together - Chickens from our supplier visitation.

Training commences - Jason conducting a briefing to the villagers from Kg. Orang Asli Tun Abdul Razak.

Made possible with
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Job Matching Programme

Socioeconomic empowerment: 

In order to promote socioeconomic growth amongst the Orang Asli 

community, we looked at job matching programmes together with 

Pink Collar, our ethical recruitment partner.

The process encompassed a recruitment drive, a 6-hour soft skills 

workshop on professionalism & communication along with scheduled 

check-ins & counselling sessions.

14 hired at Sunstar Factory

4 hired at Super Dining

3 hired at Chocolate Concierge

3 hired at The Asli Co.

3 hired at Baguslah Cafe

Current Output

27 total placements.*Last updated February 2021

Made possible by
Listening with a keen ear - (From left to right) Yohannes, Alif & Bah 
Anis paying close attention during the professionalism workshop.

The start of something new - A career fair at Kg. Tun Abdul Razak 
for job placements at a canned food manufacturing plant in Bukit 
Beruntung.

“So why should we hire you?”
One of our many candidates attending 
his job interview with Super Dining 
Group.

Smile, everyone! Candidates from the 
job matching programme starting out 
their new jobs with The Asli Co.

July, September & December 2020
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To our grant sponsors,
we thank you.

for funding our recovery efforts 
for the Orang Asli

for funding our relief & recovery 
efforts for the Orang Asli

for the OA Builder Scholarship 
(OAES) Programme

#TogetherWeAreEpic

for the OA Eco-Tourism & 
AirBnB Experience

for the Bamboo Farming Projects as 
sustainable building materials

for Epic Operations & Over-
heads for the OA Community 

Resilience Programme

for Digital Learning Hubs in the 
Orang Asli Community
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20202020
552,4422,442

5,0945,094 22

444444 1515

Food baskets 
delivered

Digital learning 
hubs

Hygiene kits 
delivered

Villages identified 
for computer 
literacy

Families attended 
health & hygiene 
awareness 
sessions

Orang Asli 
recruited as local 
builders

Growth 
& Learning

An overview of our new initiatives in the 
extraordinary year of 2020.

Crunching the numbers - 

Relief Efforts,
Health & Wellbeing

66

2020

2727

11

Orang Asli identified for 
entrepreneurship programmes

Orang Asli to be trained for 
eco-tourism programmes

Last Updated: February 2021

Jobs matched

Bamboo farming 
project

2222

1001001010

Basic InfrastructureFood Security

Orang Asli community 
halls refurbished

Chicken farms 
established

Units of computers 
refurbished

Chicken coops 
built

Socio-economic 
Opportunities

41

collective
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43
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144144

20,21520,215

734734

187187

RMRM

Campaigns
completed

Users acquired

Missions deployed

Groups created

Transacted +1,159%

+136%

+120%

+29%

+1,700%

2.6mil2.6mil

Gains this year

Impact Report
2020

42

Our technology platform.

With the pandemic outbreak & Movement Control Order 

implemented in Malaysia, it was a time where physical interactions 

were limited. However, we saw exponential growth & realised the 

potential for impact with Sedunia.

Sedunia Match

We added a new feature called Sedunia 

Match - a resource sharing feature 

that enables users to help by offering 

& requesting help such as everyday 

resources from spare items, unused 

goods, skills to even professional advice 

& expertise.

Social Impact Matching (SIM) Grant

Tax Deduction

The SIM grant totaling RM10 million, a PENJANA initiative, was introduced to 

support social enterprises and social innovation in Malaysia. For every ringgit earned 

through crowdfunding, SIM Grant will match that amount, in a 1:1 ratio.

Made possible with  

As many locals are facing the potential 

crisis of losing their jobs & access to 

livelihoods, we geared towards helping 

communities in need to pivot & adapt to 

the new normal by setting up a community 

fund, coined the “Tabung COVID-19”, a tax 

deductible community rebuilding effort.

Visit our impact platform, Sedunia - www.sedunia.me
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by 4x4 Relief Malaysia

by Kar Yeen Low

Fundraising initiative for the 
Orang Asli community & Epic 

Homes.

Fundraising initiative for local 
farmers in India.

Fundraising for 
underprivileged children 

during pandemic.

Fundraising to support 
literacy for Malaysian 

children.

by Hands for Education by Gur Kaur by MyReaders

by Monsters Among Us by UNICEF Malaysia

Featured Campaigns

Featured Missions

#TogetherWeAreEpic

45

| Fundraising initiatives 

| Volunteering opportunities
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Testimonials
Hear it from our Sedunia community.

Raised RM20,170 in June 2020
on Ipoh Burmese Refugees Food Aid - Phase CMCO

Raised RM25,030 in July 2020
on Keep MYReaders Running

“Sedunia has made our fundraising such breeze! You can tell 

they’ve put a lot of thought into making their platform user-friendly 

& are still constantly doing so. When you’re running a campaign, 

the last thing you’d want to deal with is technical issues; they’ve 

got a passionate and dynamic team & it makes solving problems 

such a joy! It has been a great encouragement working alongside 

such a purpose-driven team. Thanks for your contribution to the 

community Sedunia!”

“We love that the Sedunia team is very responsive & supportive, 

guiding us through the campaign launch process & offering 

advice on optimisation. The platform is very user-friendly with a 

lot of flexibility for fundraising. We like that the platform accepts 

international transactions so that our supporters from overseas can 

also donate to our campaign.”

Ze Xian

Rachel
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Going beyond.
Extraordinary people, 
impacting communities.

42
Impact Report
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“Alone we can do so little,
together we can do so much” – Helen Keller
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Assisting Biji-biji Initiative:
PPE Assembly

Personal Protective Equipment for Frontliners

When we got word from Biji-biji Initiative that 

they required some assistance to help produce 

face shields for our frontliners in hospitals & 

medical centres, we drew from our pool of 

volunteers to get in the thick of the scene. 

 

Our volunteers stationed, coordinated & worked 

together like a well oiled machine that saw us 

churn out a total of 4,000 face shields in only 

5 working days. 

The material of the face shields were largely 

made up of plastic sheets, foam & repurposed 

elastic bands, assembled together with some 

precise hot glue gunning & stapling. 

While the shields aren’t reusable, it serves 

as a quick & easy alternative for the ongoing 

demands for face shield demands whilst 

Biji-biji Initiative are working on the evolved 

versions.

The Compass
Bandar Sunway

April 2020
Duration: 5 Days

4,000
Face shields produced

Made possible with

Assemble - A group photo of the volunteers that spent numerous weeks assembling the face shields.

Precision, precision - A fellow volunteer glueing 
the foam & stapling the straps to the plastic 
sheet.

The assembly area - We turned our office 
into a makeshift production house with each 
volunteer assigned to their respective stations.

Assembling face shields to help aid the 
frontliners battling COVID-19.
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Egg-straordinary times with Heidy Quah.

We assisted the Director of Refuge for The Refugees Heidy Quah, 

who tirelessly coordinated food aid for the refugees, migrants & 

B40 communities.

In just a couple of days, our volunteers maneuvered trays of eggs, 

tying them individually with raffia strings whilst moving mountains 

& mountains of rice, portraying their true hearts of service.

Special thank goes out to:

Soo Aun, David, Cheng Yun, Carmen, Rohaidzad, Siow Lin, Seow 

Hui, Haiqal, Edward & Tracy.

Food Packing
with Refuge for The Refugees

April
2020

The Kuala Lumpur & Selangor 
Chinese Assembly Hall

Helping wherever possible during the 
Enhanced Movement Control Order.
When we got word from YB Maria Chin that help was urgently 

needed, we managed to recruit, mobilise, facilitate & pack 

approximately 800 food packages for migrant families heavily 

affected by the Enhanced Conditional Movement Control Order 

(EMCO).

Special thanks goes out to:

Esther, Dennis, JuJin, Karyn, Rachel, Jawad, Karamveer, Michelle, 

Harjeet, Dashveenjit, Saheb, Yuin Long, MT Tan, Veronica, Jasmin, 

Nisa, Stephanie & others!

Food Packing
with YB Maria Chin Dewan Serbaguna

Jalan 4/46

May
2020
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We assisted the 4x4 Relief Malaysia on several occasions, carrying 

out tasks such as building toilets, distributing food kits & also 

spending our Merdeka weekend building a home in different 

locations across Kelantan.

Kembara Amal 2
The mission that saw us build a special latrine that incorporated 

natural resources such as bertam & bamboo wall cladding.

Kembara Amal 3
The mission that saw a home built for En. Razak & Kak Jah of Laloh, 

Kelantan as their previous home was damaged by bad weather.

Kembara Amal 4 & 5 
The New Year’s Eve mission that saw us build 2 sets of latrine & 

several chicken coops.

Most of our nights encompassed a "Kenduri" session, a special 

celebration that helped us foster deeper relationships between the 

rural & urban communities in Kelantan.

4x4 Relief:
Kembara Amal 2, 3, 4 & 5

Embarking on epic adventures with 
the 4x4 Relief Malaysia team.

1

3

2

Made possible with

One with the nature - 
(Right) The completed 
6 unit latrine with a 
breathtaking view of a 
limestone mountain.

(Below) The 3 unit latrine 
that features Tetrapak.

Merdeka! En. Razak standing infront of his new 
home with the national flag in his hand.

Strength in unity - Volunteers putting their 
teamwork to the test by moving the septic tank 
past the wooden frames.

Aug, Oct
Dec 2020

Kg. Pos Bering
Kg. Budu

12 + 1
Latrines + home built
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Helping Chee build & restore a dog 
sanctuary in Kerling, Hulu Selangor.

We got a phone call in late September, 
2020 from a lady named Haw Lin that 
Chee, a caretaker of 60 dogs was 
desperately seeking for help.

At that time, Chee was housing all 60 of 
her dogs at her private residence but she 
wanted to provide her dogs a better life 
& needed help to restore & improve her 
dog sanctuary situated in Kerling.

Our volunteers visited the dog sanctuary 
over two weekends in order to complete 
the tasks before Chee gradually moved 
her dogs in.

Some tasks included clearing of fallen 
trees, erecting fences, mixing cement, 
flooring & other restoration works.

Kerling
Dog Shelter

Kerling
Hulu Selangor

Over two weekends: 
October & December 2020

Joyous embrace - Chee with her 
dogs, Tigger & Hoppy.

“Thank you so much to the group for coming all the way to 
Kerling, & to help me build this dog sanctuary. I appreciate 
it very much for this valuable kindness & God bless you all 
abundantly” - Chee

Getting down & dirty - Stephen, Esther & Joseph assessing & mixing the cement.

Setting a strong foundation - A volunteer 
levelling the flooring of one of the many sheltered 
huts.

Camera clicks! Volunteers gathering together 
with Chee, the caretaker of the dog sanctuary.
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Personalised learning program, self-paced, 
game-like interface, all to improve the 
learning experience.

Malaysia’s quarantine & lockdown response to the COVID-19 health 

crisis has meant that essential supplies, such as food & health items, 

are in dire need amongst the Orang Asli.

However as the lockdown persisted, longer term issues arised in 

areas such as the closure of schools. Most schools have adapted to 

continuing education through online learning but for many Orang 

Asli families, they do not have the access to the equipment or 

internet connection required.

We have been granted funds to build Community Digital Learning 

Hubs equipped for education & upskilling programs for Orang Asli 

villages. We started with Zurich in August to set up 2 villages (Kg. 

Gurney & Sg. Kelubi), and have progressed to another 2 villages 

under Micron (Kg. Sg. Poh & Ulu Geruntum) along with 2 villages 

under Budimas.

We are coordinating with partners to introduce educational 

programs for students, equipment, internet for learning, & the 

construction of the hubs. 

Setting Up
Digital Learning Hubs

Made possible by

Longer term, this model of Digital Learning Hubs can 

be used to provide education to villages that have no 

access to it, potentially providing the opportunity for 

upskilling anywhere to both the students & adults.

We would like to provide alternative support to 

education so that the basic level of learning amongst 

all Orang Asli communities can be raised.

Learning the ropes - The children going through their full 
diagnostic test & first class, facilitated by Zaya ClassCloud.

Exciting times -
Children getting familiar with their 
new e-learning facilities.

The Zaya ClassCloud box.

Epic to document & upload 
pilot activities to Zaya 
ClassCloud for other 
villages.

Key Information

1 2Each school is provided with 
a Zaya ClassCloud box, 
30 android tablets, & 30 
headphones.

Includes module 
development, teachers, 
training materials, 
monitoring & evaluation by 
Teach for Malaysia.
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A collaboration to increase volunteer 
engagement initiatives & activities.

UNICEF
Programmes

together with

Through the UNICEF Epic Community Partnership, we supported several 

initiatives addressing child rights advocacy, education & mental health. 

We developed a series of programmes designed to connect, harness & amplify 

voluntary engagement, thus leading to increased advocacy in children’s rights 

& protection.   

The programmes includes:

1. Designing A Volunteer Relief & Recovery 

Response to COVID-19

2. UNICEF Community Support Internship 

Programme

3. Volunteer Management Training

4. Children Champion Volunteer 

Engagement Funds

5. Sayur in the City: Eats Shoots & Roots

201

23

7 & 10

People impacted

Partnerships 
& collaborations

Programmes 
& workshops conducted

1 32 4 5

 To empower & produce a quality workforce of modern farmers for Cultiveat & to  

 elevate the livelihoods of the farmers.

 To uncover & empower the new generation of modern farmers by offering them a  

 tailored & comprehensive training programme.

 To encourage the development of an inclusive & supportive environment, giving a  

 chance to vulnerable communities to elevate their livelihoods. 

The objective of the Farm Academy is to produce a sustainable, consistent 

quality workforce to service Cultiveat’s operational needs & growth 

aspirations. 

In order to develop a training programme in Modern Farming, we focused on 

two main areas in 2020:

1.   Corporate Culture & Human Resource Management

2.   Learning & Development

Designing pathways & training programme 
for modern farming.

Farm Academy

1

1

2

2

3

Potential Impact
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Local Builder
Capacity Training
Upskilling like never before.

The local builder capacity training is a 

program established under the Z Zurich 

Foundation & Yayasan Hasanah 

Grant to upskill locals with building 

skills for future job opportunities & 

potential careers. This project engaged 

two Orang Asli villages with a total 

of 12 participants in Kg Gurney & Kg 

Serendah.

The program focused on a combination 

of developing core technical skills 

needed to become a competent 

builder. It also dived deeper into 

the development of personal, 

communication & leadership abilities 

Kg. Gurney
Kg. Serendah

September 2020
December 2020 (Ongoing)

so that they are well equipped with the 

soft skills to flourish in any career they 

aspire to reach.

The Local Builder Capacity Training 

(LBCT) used a combination of 

workshops, & practical assessments 

for the participants to apply these 

skills. 

Furthermore, they were also given 

real-world job opportunities through 

apprenticeships, repairing of homes 

around their own villages & the 

construction of Epic Homes. 

The aim was to not only demonstrate 

the viability of building as a potential 

career but also explore the potential 

local community impact possible 

through these skills.

Putting in the hours - 
Local builders trying their hand on 
wetworking & brick laying.

Graduation! Participants holding up their certificates during the 
photo taking sessions together with their facilitators.

Show & tell - Mandeep giving the participants a basic run-through & 
introduction to the sawing station.

3 3 12
Workshops Practicals Participants 

onboarded

Made possible by
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8 Value Formation sessions on navigating 
change & understanding others.

Once a month, we get together for a 2-hour workshop designed to 

engage participants in exploring fundamental leadership values such 

as discipline,  leading with good emotional health, being proactive & 

many more.

Value Formation uses simple imagery to anchor key learnings on 

specific values & principles. 

Simple imagery is effective as visual cues help us retrieve &  remember 

information easily, rather than relying solely on words & dialogue. This 

is coupled with immersive activities & meaningful conversations to 

enforce key learnings using multiple avenues of engagement.

With 2020 being such an emotional roller coaster of a year, we 

wanted to make ourselves available for one another outside of our 

work environment as well.

Value Formation

Reflecting on values & virtues.

Epic Homes  is a movement that mobilises trained volunteers to build 

homes with marginalised communities - investing in themselves for 

others. The Core Team Training aims to equip existing builders with 

self, people & technical leadership skills to continue on the Epic 

Homes journey as Specialists or Experience Coordinators. 

This year we held half of a Core Team Training in person & pivoted to 

an online version due to the pandemic. 

We ran a fully online prototype in June which was opened to existing 

members of the Core Team to get updated on their Epic Homes 

knowledge. 

Core Team Training March 2020
June 2020
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UNHCR Reception Centre

Remodeling

A co-designed remodel of the UNHCR Reception Centre that 

sees 600-1000 refugees each day, the design intent was 

to create a safe space physically & emotionally for staff & 

refugees. These included separate passageways, improved 

safety facilities, interview rooms & waiting areas.

Our participatory design approach included UNHCR staff from 

all departments so we could understand the user experience 

& curate a reception centre that offers peace & dignity to all 

users.

Mandated 
to safeguard 
the rights & 
well-being 
of refugees & 
asylum-seekers.

Impact Report
2020communities
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UNHCR 
Kuala Lumpur

October - Project kick off
December - Handover

View of the interview room corridor.A refreshed look to the entrance to the centre.

What was previously an enclosed building 
now has an balcony outlook to sights of 
Kuala Lumpur.

The official handover ceremony of the remodelled 
centre.

65
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A progress shot of the revamped registration area.
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SAFE Homes Initiatives

The SAFE Homes Initiative was launched to connect skilled 

professional volunteers to marginalised local communities 

with urgent needs such as structural repairs & safety 

improvements to a home.

The initiative empowers grassroots action by having a 

central pool of funds where people can contribute & provide 

a platform where knowledge & skill transfer between 

professionals & the public can happen.

“We believe a 
home should be a 
place of refuge & 
rest.”

Kg. Pasir, Segambut
New Ampang Village, Ipoh

August 2020 - Project kick off
February 2021 - Handover

Our contractor inspecting the 
conditions of the roof.

The refurbished roof - of the home in New Ampang Village, Ipoh.

66

Farm Fresh, UPM

A custom design & build for Farm 
Fresh’s first experience farm in 
Malaysia.

Naturally Malaysian, 
Discover the Freshest Dairy

The buildings were designed to guide users through 

the farm’s sustainability journey that features a cafe & 

even a fighting fish exhibition.

This included a unique interpretation of the barn 

house in Farm Fresh’s logo which became the 

ticketing entrance of the farm.

Young calves - Visitors can 
view cows grazing on the 
farmlands.

The ticketing barn -
A cowboy barn entrance to 
welcome visitors.

Just as nature intended - The main entrance to Farm 
Fresh’s unique visitor center.

Farm Fresh
Universiti Putra Malaysia

Oct 2020 - Project kick off
Jan 2021 - Handover 67
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A-Home:
Epic Modular Series

The year of 2020 saw us launch the A-Home series as part of the 

Epic Modular Building Series.

The purpose of the A-Home series is to make it accessible for 

people to embrace alternative living. This includes making self 

sustainable living simple while inviting people to participate with 

us in the design process.

Special thanks to:
Doris Quek 

Reimagine living with Epic - 
the sustainable modular series.

Areca - the 3 module, 600sqft A-Home that comes with all your modern necessities.

communities
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Peter’s 
Modular Home
Our first two-storey modular 

home design with customised 

elements for the client.

Peter's modular home comprises 

of steel & timber elements in 

paying homage to the natural 

landscapes surrounding the 

house.

Partners involved:
Peter Yee & Tan Bee, Think Cloud Design, Grassspace, 

Keift Sifers Sdn Bhd & CK Building Solutions 

Part of nature - our first modular home design.

Reimagine living - Premade designs with you in mind.

#TogetherWeAreEpic
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A tribute to Jon Ming

Impact Report
2020

Having worn countless hats through the years, you 
have never failed to inspire & always made us better 
both individually & collectively.

From the tender years of roughing it up in our “home 

offices” to transitioning into multi companies now, 

firing on all cylinders. You have truly seen it all. It was 

also through the process where we got to learn so much 

from you as you are dedicated, compassionate, patient, 

kind, and simply epic.

As an individual, you are also not only a great student but 

a fantastic mentor having impacted countless lives with 

your thirst for knowledge & servitude.

We are extremely proud to have witnessed Jon Ming’s 

personal & professional growth & also benefit from his 

ability to allow others to grow. We are also proud to say 

that this baby-faced, witty, and surprisingly punny friend 

has grown from a young ambitious man to a true 

professional and now, a father of two.

We are excited to support your passion and your next 

chapter in life. You encompass so much that Epic has 

achieved and needless to say, things wouldn’t have been 

the same without you. #ThankYouJonMing

71
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@epicarmy

+60 3-5613 5683

@epicarmy

info@epic.my
EPIC
20, Jalan PJS 11/18,
Bandar Sunway,
47500 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, Malaysia

www.epic.my
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Thank you.
#TogetherWeAreEpic
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OUR MANIFESTO

Thank you.
#TogetherWeAreEpic
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